
"WHAT IS TO BE DONE" - IN CHILE 

If I use the title of Lenin's famous pamphlet "What is to be 
Done?" (1902), it is not because I suggest similar solutions! It lS 
only that I feel the words reflect best the coordinated, imaginative 
activist approach which will be essential if we are to achieve our 
primary objectives in future relations with Chile. This paper, 
prepared as a contribution to our current in-house thinking on the 
subject (including NSSM 97), does not discuss the many specific 
vexing problems which will soon be facing us in Chilean affairs. 
Rather, it notes some relevant aspects of previous U.S.-Chilean 
relations and recommends certain improvements in our basic approaches, 
policies and tactics in dealing with those problems. 

The paper is divided as follows: I - Our Success in Relations 
with the Italian Socialists; II - Our Failure to Use Similar Tactics 
with the Chilean Socialists; III - Subsequent Events and the Resulting 
Present Situation; and, IV - Some Recommended Approaches and Tactics 
in Chile. As will be noted below, the recommendations reflect an 
uninterrupted personal interest and involvement in our rel,ations with 
Chile, and particularly. the Chilean left, since early 19~!, including 
the unique experience of participation in extensive political dis
cussion with a large number of Chilean Socialists and other leftists 
since that time. 

ABSTRACT 

De sp i te succe s sful i-mplementati on of many .. we11
 
motivated and intelligently conce-i-ved U.S. policies in
 
Chile, we have hurt ourselves badly by deliberately avoid

ing meaningful contact with the Socialists and other
 
forces of the traditionally anti-American left. Experience
 
in developingc:LQse perscn.a l friendships with the Ital-ian "
 
(Marxist) Socialists, who were also allied with the
 
Communists and were traditionally anti-U.S., indicates
 
that such contact can be extremely useful (and in some
 
cases essential) for achieving U.S. policy goals and in

flicting a political defeat on the Soviets and their local
 
Communist allies. .
 , 

I' 

I
'tOur deliberate decision (in 1963 and afterwards) not 

to develop such contact with the Chilean Socialists, or to
 
attempt to attract them away from the Chilean Communists,
 
reflects two basic weaknesses in our overall performance
 
in Latin America (and elsewhere): lack of 'effect~ve po~itical
 
dialogue with the left, and particularly the antl-Amerlcan
 
left; and, lack of attention to potential leaders. Both
 
of these traditional U.S. weaknesses reduce our ability 
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to wage effective political warfare (as well as to negotiate 
with leftists when they come to power). These weaknesses 
also play into Communist hands and are energetically exploited 
by them. Unfortunately, ideological dia~ogue is not in the 
U.S. tradition, at least not in the U.S. diplomatic tradition. 

We are now confronted .. with a much more difficul t and 
dangerous problem than faced ..us in 1963, a triumphant Socialist
Communist coalition run by people who know little or nothing 
of us and of whom we are abysmally ignorant. Yet we must 
rapidly develop the ability and experience necessary fot dealing 
with them on such delicate and high priority issues as nati~n
alization of U.S. properties, U.S.-OAS policies towards Cuba,etc. 

In general, our NSSM 97 recommendation of allowing the 
Allende government to set the tone and pace of its relations 
with us, and to respond in kind with dignity. seems sound 
so far as it goes. But there is much latitude within that 
policy, and our day to day tactics will exert a major,if not 
decisive, influence on the course of future U.S.-Chilean 
relations. As drafted, NSSM 97 Options A and B are not mutually 
exclusive, and it is essential to maintain maximum flexibility 
without closing out any options prematurely. Much will depend 
on our approach, style, and implementation. 

In its recommendations on policy and tactics, this paper 
calls for a politically sophisticated approach to our relations 

~Lh t.he..Ar.Le.nde regime. 'fhat inclttEl-e-s,---amon-g--other thi:1lgS---:-
interpreting the present U.S.-Chilean relationship in the per
spectives of world history and the overall international 

·s i tuation; pursuing U.·5. pal--j;j:::±cal and economi cob j e ctives ·~in 

a r ea Li s tic order of priority~working agains t Chile an and 
Latin Amer i can political polarization; and, waging effective 
political warfare on behalf of OUT major objectives. It is 
recommended that these policies and tactics be coordinated 

. and implemente.d- bY·-<ill--informal, off the record int-er- agerrey 
Task Force, which might also address itself to the even broader 
and more important problem of growing Soviet-Latin American 
Communist strength in Latin America. 

Although the basic thrust of this paper calls for frequent 
contact with the Chilean Socialists and otherleftistsLJ:hat 
recommend-ation is rtd-Coasedon-any .i Llus i.on s io r wishful thinking 
as to the current views and intentions of the Allende regime, 
and the great danger the recent Chilean Marxist victory poses 
for us. On the contrary, it is assumed that the future course 
of our relations with Chile may very well result not only in 
undermining our entire Latin American policY,but could also 
have very serious repercussions on relations between the Nixon 
administration and the American pepple . 
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I - Our Success in Relations with the Italian Socialists 

Because this paper discusses some similarities and differences 
between our relations with the Italian and Chilean Socialists,a brief 
outline of our experience with the Italian party may be useful. 

For many years the Italian Socialists, avowed Marxists led by 
Pietro Nenni, maintained a close, formal political alliance with 
the Communists. Nenni had even accepted the Stalin Peace Prize 
(the first time I heard him speak, in late 1957, he was gloating 
over_our humiliating failure to match the Soviet Sputnik success, wh~~e 

his Socialist audience hooted in derision). The Christian Democrats, 
including many factions of the politico-economic right, center and 
left, kept power either by themselves or through temporary coalitions 
with the Liberals, Social Democrats, etc. Although post-war Italy 
achieved economic gains the progress was uneven~y distributed. Most 
business interests were conservative. The Communist-Socialist left 
remained united and strong, and there was growing demand for change. 
Class consciousness was profound, ingrained through the centuries. 
Since 1946 official U.S. views had carried great weight in Italian 
politics. Our policy was to work with the Christian Democrats (mainly 
the conservative wing) and to maintain contact with all parties, in
cluding the Fascists, except the Socialists and Communists. 

A few Socialists occasionally showed signs of restiveness with 
the-Communist alliance, and Nenni disagreed with the Communists over 

uthe S ov ie-:t----F-eIH"-essi-o-n----e-f-uthe 1 956 Hungari an re-ve-i-tttion.-u--ief-t-of - --
center Christian Democrats and Social Democrats hoped the Socialists 
would break with the Communists, but even many of these remained skept
i~-(and quite rightly so) regara.ingsuch a possibility. Those in 
tue-tenter and further to the right ho ped that the Socialists would 
stay put, and alleged that "Marxists" were never to be "trusted" in 
any circumstances. 

I made our first -contact-wi-t·h the Socialists in earlyl-95-8 (an-d-
shortly afterwards our tactics were changed to having relations with 
all parties except the Communists and Fascists). I found the Socialists 
extremely suspicious,if not hostile, thoroughly provincial in inter
national affairs, aggressive in spouting their "Marxist" dogma,and 
fille d with s tartl ing ',mis conceptions r e garding the U. S. and its ob j e ctiv 
(e.g., they saw us as reactionary and imperialistic). Abs oLute l yjnone ,.... 
<j'f--the lea-ders had ever been--infhiscountry,and,ofcourse,there had i 

been no Embassy contact for years. They assumed (unfortunately correctl i 
that we had been opposed to them as Marxists, regardless of whether Ii 

they broke with the Communists. Some of them eventually cautiously • 
admitted to thinking of breaking, but they first wanted to be certain 
they would have another alliance prepared (the Christian Democrats and 
possibly the Social Democrats). Many planned to come to power with 
the Communists as the Italian electorate became more disillusioned . 
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.' As the Embassy's contact with the Socialists (and other parties),
 
I spent much time developing close personal friendships with them.
 
I emphasized that we were not opposed to all Marxists and Socialists,
 
as such, that we hoped they could assist the democratic development
 
of Italy, that we would not be opposed to a center-left (Christian
 

. ', ~ 

Democratic-Socialist) regime if the Socialists would break with the 
Communists, would modify their strong anti-U.S. position, would not 
oppose Italian membership in NATO, etc. I also agreed with them 
whenever I thought:: they were right. Almost all of these conveisations 
were reported in-detail. Meanwhile,the Socialists' reluctance to 
leave the Communists diminished noticeably as their assessment of the 
overall situation indicated that the p~ssibilities of a center-left 
government were increasing. Most important to us, the Socialists act
ually began breaking openly with the Communists, they publicly accepted 
Italian membership in NATO, and they became less critical of the U.S. 
as well as more critical of the USSR. (Socialist leaders later admitte( 
off the record that the change in our policy and attitude towards them 
was one of the major factors contributing to their own shift). 

I . :." 

The Embassy viewed the center-left possibility with growing 
concern (as did the Italian right) and there were even some who strongl) 
urged that we deliberately dr1ve the Socialists back towards the 
Communists. In 1960 I drafted a lengthy analysis of the risks and 
opportunities which a center-left coalition would involve for us, and 
urged that we neither oppose nor advocate an attempt to form such a 
government. The Embassy did not endorse the analysis, but agreed to 
s e.nd it- to the Department as a personal memorandum. Fortunately, it 

_-,lw-.'-I-aas finally deeided in-Wash-ingtofi----t-h-at-we- would not oppose t.he vcerrt e r> 
left. We had already arranged leader grant visits to the U.S. for the 
Socialist leaders (on the night I took the first one to the Howard 

--Thea te:-r..;:::--he expressed ama zement at see-ing ~J.Sfir s t.be gr o po l i cenian . ) 

The Socialists broke with the Communists. The Socialists gave 
parliamentary support to the first center-left combination, in 1962. 
And in December, 1963 the first center-left government with actual 

.·-..-----SDcial i-s t participation t co kvoffi.ee-. The Nenni Socialists pr ovedvve r'y":" 

cooperative in foreign affairs, Italy remained a staunch ally of the 
U.S., and the largest Communist Party in the Free World had sustained 

I :'. ~.' a sharp defe at. 
~ .; ><," ") 

On returning from Rome, I became interested in the possibilities 
of our helping to attract the Socialists away from the Communists in 
Chile, alwa s makina full allowance for the man differences in the 
Italian an Chilean situations. Several ocuments have een attac ed 

,' : and discussed below as relevant to that objective during 1962-64. 

1. A 1962 conversation between the British Ambassador and Allende 

In early 1963 we had little first-hand information regarding 
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, "	 Allende and the Chilean Socialists in general. One of the most revealil 
documents obtainable at that time was an August, 1962 British 
Embassy despatch, reporting a conversation between the Ambassador and 
Allende (enclosure 1). It included the following points: 1) the 

~" '.. ,
-1' ..•. British regarded contact with Allende as useful, and although he did 

not circulate much in diplomatic circles, he was readily accessible 
and seemed well disposed towards the British (pps. 1-2); 2) Allende 

...........	 expected his first move after winning in 1964 would be to take over 
the banks and control credit (p.2); 3) he anticipated trouble with 
the U.S. but would not seek it, preferring not to become dependent 
upon_Communist countries (p. 3); 4) he gave the impression of not 
loving the Communists, and he claimed to have sought a united front 
with the Christian Democrats before turning to the Communists as the 
only means of attaining power (p.3); 5) Allende described himself as 
a "Chilean MarXist", rather than as a "Moscow Marxist" or Fidelista, 
and claimed to see no danger of a Communist regime in Chile (p.4); 
6) Frei had told the British that he was more pessimistic than Allende 
about the latterts chances of avoiding Communist control (pps. 4-5) 

',' 0':	 7) many Chileans were supporting Allende because of the Alessandri 
government's foot dragging on reforms, and the Ambassador had the 

~ >£::~r::;,	 impression that the Socialist leader thought of his brand of "Marxism" 
as more of an "economic technique" than as a "p o l i. tical goal"; and,

~ ;.;~:~:.;::~::;, 8) Allende 1 s wishful thinking about standing up to the Communists could'11>/,::: 
. ', ~. -: . well prove unrealistic, particularly if there were an almost immediate 

~.'; rupture with the U.S. following his election (p.6).~, 

'.~~ . 

.',	 COmment: 

The despatch is r-eve'al i ng even though the conversation occurred 
eigh-t--yeaFs-ago and despite the obv i.ous vf-ac t tha-t---A:llende would hardly 
be completel-y- frank wi th the Bri tish. 

2.	 One U.S. analysis of the Chilean political situation in 
October, 1962. 

Another interesting document available in early 1963 was Norman 
Pearson's analysis of"the Chilean political situation (as he ended 
a four-year tour as Poli tical Counselor there) ,'transmi tted by Santiago', 
A-37l of October 17, 1962 (enclosure 2). Pearson had made a point of 
developing contact wi~h' the Socialists. Among other things,he stated: 
1) in order to achieve basic reforms the Christian Democrats were 
c-em-s-ideri-n-g---eombining with the FRAP (So-ei-alist~Communist alliance), 
preferably without the Communists but with the Socialists, "who are 
much more pragmatic and less doctrinaire in their Marxism than the 
Communists and not instructed from abroad"(pps.2,7,8,and 9); 2) the 
U.S. should be prepared for the possibility of a FRAP regime, but our 
an ti - FRAP feel ing was so s trong that, II for 1ack of at ten tion to our 
primary objectives and flexibility of policy with respect to t.hem'", 
we might miss opportunities to avoid Chile's slipping into the Soviet 

, ....	 orbit (pps. 3-4); 3) most Christian Democrats did not envisage 
democracy as ending if the FRAP won, but they did fear that termination 
of U.S. aid would force the FRAP to seek Soviet help (p.9); 4) the 

, Embassy was in danger of bei~g identified with Chilean conservative 
l' .' 

..:.".'. 
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interests (p.1S); 5) we should develop contacts with the Socialists 
and encourage them to work within the Chilean democratic framework, 
thus weakening Communist influence in the FRAP (pps. 16-17); 6) direct 
overt intervention in Chilean affairs must be avoided, and covert inter
vention should be kept to an absolute minimum (p.18); and, 7) some 
wealthy Chileans were referring to Christian Democrats as "beasts" 
and Alessandri had criticized an American businessman to his face for 
even inviting one to dinner (p.2l) . 

Comment: 

In the covering airgram Ambassador Cole noted that he was trans
mitting the memorandum with some reservations, indicating that he was 
more optimistic than Pearson about the possibility of reform under the 
Alessandri government and more pessimistic than he was about the 
possibility of working with a FRAP regime. 

I was struck by the similarity between Santiago Embassy's handling 
of Pearson's analysis in 1962 and Rome Embassy's handling of mine in 
1960. Some additional background on Santiago Embassy thinking became 
availible during subsequent personal conversations with Pearson, as 
reported in enclosure 5. 

:.3.	 A suggested attempt to attract the Socialists away from the 
COIT1Jl1unists 

------ -·On· January 9, 19-63--,-----a-f·t-er readi-n-g--ove-r availabl-e-~Tia-±-and 

consulting with knowledgeable officers (including Mr. Pearson), I 
prepared a memorandum(enclosure 3) on various tactics which might 
p os s i bLyrtre eff-e-crtve for attracting the Chilean Socll1.1sts away from 
the COIT1Jl1uni s ts .--Due allowance was carefully made foY-aiffe rences 
between the Italian and Chilean situations. It was~suggested only that 
some aspects of the Italian experience might possibly be relevant in 
Chile. Heavy emphasis was placed on the need for patient, coordinated, 

.,!.' 

lGW-key efforts aimed at gradual chan-g-e--ove-rn-~'he long haul. 

The memorandum briefly outlined how our relations with the 
.:: . Italian Socialists had been developed and improved, and how the Socialis 
::t ~~:-\':.~o. positions had changed. ,It then suggested various specific tactics,., . 
,; which might be effective in Chile, such as increasing Embassy contact
 
.': / .,:;. .'~ .~~. ,.:{~. with the Socialists, arranging for non-governmental invitations to ~
 

. to"-: Sociali-sts-to visit the U.S., etc. It was iaLso noted-that in mid-196l : . 
Frei	 had talked with Fanfani, the Italian Christian Democratic Prime i 
Minister, and that t hey.vh ad also discussed the desirability of s ep a r a t i r I_ 
the Socialists from the Communists in Chile as had been done in Italy. 

As might have been expected, Toby ReIcher (then in charge of Chile, 
and BolivianAffairs) was most receptive to this proposal and invited 
me to a meeting with him and others, including a CAS representative. 

... ",	 I recall the latter gave me a long lecture on how much more radical 
the Chilean Socialists were than the Western Europ e an variety. I 
emphasized once again that I fully realized as mu.cJ1.,_although of cou r se . 

-..... 
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the Italian (Nenni) Socialists had also been extremely radical (their 
,) emblem was··still the hammer and sickle!). Toby sent the memorandum 
,J 

" .. ;r. on to Santiago. 
" . . ' .. 

4. Santiago Embassy's Reaction 

Ambassador Cole's January 29, 1963 letter of reply (enclosure 4) 
makes interesting reading. It rejected "the basic premise advanced 
by Mr. Lister" that it would be in the U.S. interest for the Socialists 
to be encouraged away from the Communists at that time. The Ambassador 
also noted that our most recen t policy paper had favored" a con
tinuation in power of the present forces" (that is, an Alessandri-type 
regime) as best for us. The letter reasoned that if the Socialists 
left the Communists they would turn to the Christian Democrats, who 
would much prefer to be allied with the Socialists rather than with 
the Radicals. Such a coalition might well win in 1964, and possibly 
might even receive covert Communist support. Of,special interest is 
the Amb as s a do r ' s observation that if the Social i st s le ft the Commun is ts ' 
the former might be persuaded to support Frei, whereas so long as they' 
were united with the Communists the Socialists would be intransigent in 
their demand that all "p r ogr e s s i ve f or ce s " support Allende. 

The Embassy's reply then emphasized that the Chilean Socialists 
were far more Marxist and fierce in their class struggle doctrine than 
the Communists, and were in no way as democratic as the Western , 
European Socialists (neither were the Nenni Socialists, of course). 
nS-ti Il--mo re- d:ep re 5 sing, Cole-'---s--.4"eply a.s.s.ume.d., that OllT a tt.emp.t S t.o.ci.n.f.Luer 
the Socialists would have to be covert. It is noteworthy that the 
Ambassador even referred in passing to Allende efforts to establish 
contact witlI'hi:ln an drtjre Emb-assy staff, add-:ing that-'-Lsuch-E1e-a-lingswith 
the Left would upset OUT working relations wi th the GOC .'~he letter 
ended with a Clausewitz maxim on the evils of changing agreed upon 
battle plans once the fighting starts. 

. '---f--ommen t : 

ARA would have found sounder guidance from Napoleon's famous m~im 

"one engages and then one s e e s ". I recall that even in 1964 policy 
meetings, ARA was still favoring Duran's presidential candidacy as "a 
continuation in powerv oE the presen t forces". Frei I s policies and 
objectives were regarded with grave misgivings. All that quickly 
changed wi t1t1Jl:fran' s'T6rtunate r ou t , -tn'the Curt co by- ei--e-ction, when .,' 
it became painfully clear that Frei was our only hope against the FRAP. i' 

-"I". 

It is also revealing that the Embassy made a much more pessimistic 
assessment of the Socialists than had Pearson, even though it is doubtf 
whether many of those consulted had ever had a serious political dis

.,' cussion with a single Chilean So~ialist. At the very most, their ,,. 
combined contact was certainly far less than Pearson's. In any event, 
my January 9 proposal had envisaged a sustained, sophisticated, overt, 
low key, long-range effort, not aimed at any specific date or election. 

GEC~T __ 
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"'1 ':. The sad factiis that such an effort was never made, neither then nor 
<:; '. ~~;"""i.J /:. during subsequent years . 

. ' 

S. A February, 1964 Background Memorandu~ 

On February I?, 1964, I sent a background memorandum (enclosure 5) 
on this subject to Ben Stephansky at his request (I had entered ARA 
shortly before). It provides further details on the relevant situation 
at that time, bothin Washington, and Santiago Embassy. 

6. A February, 1964 Conversation with Socialists 

At about this time the Chilean Desk sent me a copy of Santia~o's 
A-574 of February 5, 1964, reporting a conversation between Rudy Flmbre 
and two Chilean Socialists (enclosure 6). Along with other useful 
information, it included some interesting background on Deputy Clodomir 
Almeyda, now the new Foreign Minister. Two of the airgram's most 
striking observations were: a) " ... the Socialists have not hesitated 
to make alliances wi th the devil in an attempt to ... " 'achieve power 
(p. 5) ; and, b) "we know practically nothing about the Socialist leaders 
as individuals, what stamp has been put on:them in their 30 year strug 
for power, which ones have come out or are beginning to move in the 
direction of the European Socialists, what their attitudes are on a 

"	 '; third-position regarding the U.S. and the USSR, etc." (p.6). My
 
. J.ebruaTY_.} 3_melIlo ran dum . (en c 10 su r_~_.1J__ PTCiL5e ~LA- 574, no.t.e.d.,s imi 1ar it i es............
 

with the Italian experience, and urged specific follow-up tactics.
 

Comment: 

Our ignorance of the Socialist leaders lias individuals" remains 
about as total today as it was in early 1964. 

7.. An April..- ..1964 Memorandum on Tactics 

My April 20, 1964 memorandum on "Tactics Toward Chilean Socialists 
(enclosure 8) discussed the question of whether it was preferable to 
try to influence the party as a Whole, or to split it, or to win over 
a few right wing Socialist leaders. As indicated, the memorandum w"as 
written with the thought that our instinctoften is to try to spIlt oT 
defect Mar-xist-Soei-alis-ts-,-s-o as to reduce them to i-mp-otence;----A.nd o f te :--

I
,that	 is not the best tactic. 

III - Subsequent Events and the Resulting Present Situation 

The main subsequent events are well known. Frei defeated Al.Lende 
in September, 1964. We poured aid into Chile and Dungan worked closely.... " 

:~ . with Frei. In general, we were no longer identified with the con
" ' servatives, but rather with the Christian Democrats. We developed 

little o~ nQ contact with the So~ialists.. Meanwhile, muc~.of the 
: ~' 
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Chilean right remained anti-change and entrenched, and tenaciously 
opposed Frei's programs. In 1970, instead of one strong man running 
against Allende, as in 1964, both the Christian Democrats and the right 
put up serious candidates. The Socialists-Communists won wlth less 
vote percentage than in the previous election . 

If we had developed regular contact in depth with the Socialists, 
and had begun a coordinated effort to attract them away from the 
Communists several years ago, it is entirely possible that they still 
would have remained with their present alliance. If they had broken 
with the Communists, it is reasonable to suppose that there might 
have been a Christian Democratic-Socialist alliance in the recent 
elections, and that it would have been successful. One can easily 
imagine the defects of such an administration, but surely it would have 
been preferable to what we have now. Even a Socialist-Christian 
Democratic-Communist government would have been conceivable, and possibl 
preferable. 

At all events, regardless of the outcome, overt sophisticated 
contact with the Socialists was in our interests. Our failure to 
develop such relations reflects two of the basic defects in our 
overall performance in Latin America: lack of contact with potential 
leaders; and, lack of effective political dialogue with the left. This 
at a time when the pressures for changes, including changes in national 
political leadership, are growing. That failure also reflects a tend
ency to make sweeping negative assumptions about self-proclaimed 
r~Iviarxiststl.w.e_AaYe ne1ler botlLered to cur.t.i.xa.t e . . 

Now we are faced with a much more difficult and dangerous 
problem in Chile than he-r-e to fO--Fe-+- a Socialist-Communist gove-rnment-e-e--> 
Now we are going to have a dialogue with representatives of both pa-rt-Ies 
whether we wish it or not. To all intents and purposes, they are 
total strangers. It was almost touching to read a recent cable from 
Santiago which mentioned with mild surprise the discovery that Allende 
has, in f a ct., aC.1llallY_1lisi ted this country on one oCCaSiQIl.':..lLrapid 
check of information available thus far on the new Chilean cabinet 
indicates that, other than Allende, none of the Socialists and 
Communists have ever been in the U.S., although they have visited the 
USSR, Cuba, etc. Chilean Socialist (and Communist) misconceptions 
regarding the U.S. and its objectives are incredible. And our ignorance 
of them is abysmal. ' . 

ObviouslY,it is much more difficult to try to influence the 
Socialists once they have corne to power, in an alliance with the 
Communists, than when they are out of power and looking around for I" 

ways to win. Nevertheless, what the U.S. does and does not do from 
now on can have some, and possibly very much, effect on Allende 1s 

relations with the Soviets, the Chilean Communists, the Cubans, etc. 

~ .- .:" 
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IV -	 Some Recommended Approaches and Tactics 

1.	 Keep the Allende Government and the Chilean Political 
Situation in Perspective 

In formulating our policies and tactics it is important to see the 
Allende Government and the overall Chilean political situation in the 
perspective of: our past experience with some hostile regimes; and, 
the opportunities, as well as the risks, which we now face in Chile. 
With respect to the first point, historical perspective, it may be 
useful to recall that in 1946 Tito was extremely anti-U.S. and our 
relations were strained to the breaking point. Both his and our policies 
have changed considerably since then and our relationship has greatly / 
improved, even though Tito remains a Communist. We have had a number 
of such experiences around the world, and it is noteworthy that while 
we were privately deploring the Chilean Marxist victory, and with good 
reason, we were also warmly greeting a Romanian Communist visitor. 

With respect to the second point, without minimizing in any way 
the ugly problems facing us in Chile, we should also keep in clear 
view Allende's limitations, vulnerabilities, and needs, and the oppor
tunities still available to us for maneuver. So long as the Socialist 
Communist coalition remains in power there are many possibilities for 
disaster. But there are also some possibilities for improvement. Even 
though he may have the very worst of intentions, Allende may be forced 
by circumstances to modify his policies. It is at least conceivable 
that a--&BG-i-alist-Gflz40stian Democra-'tic coali-tdBn--might-r€place the pre
sent regime in 1976, and that on balance we would welcome such a change 
- or even a Socialist-Communist-Christian Democratic coalition. We. 

----a,re dealing here wi th possible---reali~, not preferences or hopes;:" 
"Tri view of the spread of po Lyc errtr i sffiYn the international Cornmun i st; 
movement we should not even dismiss the slight possibility of serious 
strains eventually developing between the Soviets and the Chilean 
Communists, notwithstanding the latter's consistent fidelity to Moscow, 
thus far. '----	 ---

Keeping our perspective in Chile will help us to avoid the blunder 
. .~ ""'.' 

:.c 
of closing out any of our options prematurely or needlessly. 

' .. 
. ,. 

2 . Pursue U.S. Objectives in Their Order of Priority 

Iri the trying days ahead it will be imperative to maintain a clear 
set of U.S. policy priorities in Chile. As regards extensive U.S. 
investments and other economic interests, we may well be faced with the 
very tricky problem of deciding how much of our political relationship 
with Chile should be sacrificed in their defense. For example, even 
if we do sustain a heavy investment loss presumably we would still 

'.' :' 

.
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prefer that the country not slip into the Soviet orbit. Yet heavy U.S. 
domestic pressure may make it very difficult to keep our objectives 

" in a realistic order of priority. 

We should also bear in mind that, although we disagree profoundly 
with Marxist economic theory, our concern is mainly with the Chilean 
Government's political policy abroad and, to some extent, at home. 
Economic policies have clear political repercussions. But we must not 
fall into the trap of opposing the Allende Government on the grounds 
of its domestic economic policies (except as they directly involve 
TJ·S. property). To do so would play~into the hands of Soviet Marxist 
propaganda (generally accepted by the Chilean Socialists) which portrays 
us as imposing "capitalism" on others to perpetuate /lcapitalist" ex
ploitation of the poor by the rich, U.S. colonialist exploitation of 
Latin America, etc. We must not be, or seem to be, in the position 
of disputing the right of Chile's duly elected government to advocate 
a Socialist economic system. 

Two quotations from recent speeches are relevant in this connection. 
In his foreign policy message to Congress the President stated that: 

.... ".. /:.-'/:.~ ~ 
. ,,"I, •.. : "As elsewhere in the world, our basic role is to persuade and supple

, \~ 

ment, not to prescribe. Each nation must be true to its own charac t.e r i " 

And in a policy speech earlier this year, John Crimmins emphasized that 
-.' .... ;',i, point even more strongly, as follows: "Experience has shown us that 

attempts to impose our own cherished standards and preferences are 
not only unproductive but also resented as interventionist and arro

···.~.------9'illlt by even Ma.s.a.-in..L..a.tin..America wh_() share our derng~cratic.priYl(;ipl:es./l 

Our no. 1 priority must be to avoid Chile's falling under extensive 
---5ovie'E-±-fifluenceor outright con t.ro.Lc.rwi. th--a-Comrnunist dictatorship) . 
'-on th--at-issue, in con tras t to the con t ro ve-Fsy of Chilean socialism vs. 

capitalism, we can depend on the agreement of the overwhelming majority 
of the Chilean people. 

3.. Work Against Chil.e9-n.ang Latin American Left-Right Polari- __ ._ 
zation 

One of the dangers in the present Chilean political situation is 
the possibility of a left-right polarization. Allende may not wish 
polarization now, or ever, but the Communists may very well see it as 
useful once they have consolidated their strength. An all out con

:; .' .. ~-----rron tation between Le ft ~ and r ight-,!Ipoor'~an-d- /l rich, II could be used tG~~ 

impose and justify (to many) what would amount to effective Communist !' 
dictatorship. And even if the left were.sooner or later defeated, such : 
a confrontation might easily serve to polarize and radicalize political Ii, 
sentiment in Chile and much of Latin America. Our dedicated, experienced 
enemy, the Communists, have little chance of gaining the support of the 
majority of the Chilean people so long as the latter are not forced to 
choose between them and the conservative "right./l 

, 
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Of course there are many possibilities and conceivable patterns 
of an all-out confrontation in Chile. But if the confrontation comes 
it is in our interests: that the issues be as unfavorable as possible 
for the Communists (e.g., regime prevention of free speech would be a 
better issue for our purposes than would vigorous implementation of a 
sweeping agrarian reform program); and, that the split in the political 
spectrum be far over to the left, to include as many Socialists and other 
leftists as possible on the anti-Communist side. That is one important 
reason why it is in our interests to develop friendly personal relations 
with a good many of the Socialists., 

It would also be unfortunate for our purposes if Latin American 
governments were to polarize over the Chilean issue. Some of the re
gimes likely to be enthusiastically anti-Allende bear right wing labels, 
are at least somewhat repressive, and are fairly unpopular at home and 
abroad. The governments which go in for left-wing "revolutionary" 
rhetoric and programs, regardless of actual performance, may well tend 
to be pro-Allende. Once again the Communists probably would stand to 
gain from such a polarization. 

4. Wage Effective political Warfare with Sophistication and 
Flexibility 

In general, our NSSM 97 policy recommendation of allowing the 
Allende Government to set the tone and pace of its relations with us, 
and ton respond in' kind with -dign-itYi - seems·sound enou~-far as---i-t---.. 
goes. But there is much latitude within that policy, and our day to 
day tactics will exert a major, if not decisive, influence on the 
cou-rse of=,future U~-S. -Chilean, and po s sLbl y eV"ETI_.in ter-"'American, rela
tions. I believe we can assume that there is aE-Ieast some chance of 
reaching a modus vivendi with Allende (NSSM 97 - Option A) without 
feeling that we must try to set the pace ourselves. We can also assume 
that there will be confrontations (Option B), but confrontations need 

"-~-rule out all possibility of--a-1nodus----vivendi~OptionA). Nor is. .i.-t
necessary at this stage to decide that, in the absence of requests for 
removal of our existing aid programs, we will simply let them wind down 
(Option B). That decision would be premature and deprive us unneces
sarily of badly needed flexibility. Even if we failed to do so in 1963, 
now at least we can try' the Napoleonic maxim: "one engages and then 
Ql'"J.§....sees." AS drafted, Options A and B are not mutually exclusive. 

i\ 
The following recommendations reflect the assumption that it is !' 

°tn 1 y cofmmon sen~e to tr~ fto use eVke:YllafPPlrloP:iate op~ortufnity av~ilable 
o us or exertlng our ln luence s 1 u y ln pursult 0 our prlmary 

Ii.:., 
,_, 

objectives in Chilean relations. Despite all of our handicaps there 
is no reason why we cannot employ to our advantage the activist approach 
and political warfare tactics which are routine with the Communists . 

.' .. 

-:./
'/ 
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To achieve maximum effectiveness and coordination it is recommended 
' .., .> '	 that an informal, off the record inter-agency Task Force be created 

to work out policy instructions along the following lines, for both 
Washington and the- field, and to ride herd on long-range implementation. 
Preferably such a Task Force would also address itself to the larger

I, ':.: 

and more basic problem of growing Soviet and Latin American Communist 
activity and influence in Latin America. 

~, '. a) Effective political dialogue 

There is no question but that we can exert some influence on 
the Ch i.Tean Socialists through extensive contact and effective dialogue. 
It would be disastrous to continue our policy of ignoring them (except 
for unavoidable contact with government officials) because of hostility, 
or contempt, or because we have written them off as inflexible fanatics, 
or because we fear that contact would seem to give the new regime our 
stamp of approval. Surely we are skillful, resourceful, and articulate 
enough to handle such contact without it being too widely misinterpreted 
once the initial surprise is over. 

Nor should we make the mistake of assuming that because Chilea: 
Socialists are self-proclaimed Marxists they are the equivalent of the 
Soviet or Chilean Communists. Chilean Socialists (like most Latin . 
American Marxists) are far more superficial and provincial in their 
Marxism than are Soviet Communists, who have an entirely different 
background and experience. And regardless of all the descriptions of 
the Chilean Socialists as standing to the left of the Chilean COIT~unists 

--and - despi teall theirflerce Mar:xTs-Crhetor ie, - the essent.i.al-fact Ts--
that the Socialists are not tied to Moscow and are more susceptible to 
non-Marxist in£luence. _ 

Indeed, much of Chilean "Marxism" is not based on any profound 
understanding and acceptance of the basic tenets of that ideology, but 
rclther is a reflection of national pride, inferiority-superiority com
plexes vis-a-vis the U.S., little or no comprehension of the differences 
between--U.S. and Latin American "capitafr-sm"-- or between Soviet and - -
Israeli "socialism," a conviction that "capitalism" means exploitation 
of the poor by the U.S. and Chilean oligarchies, whereas "socialism" 

. " ,~.' means justice, etc. Despite the special factors which complicate U.S.
l " ,";', ,::.' 

Latin American relatiops, the difficulties involved in talking with 
Chilean Socialists are'not substantially greater than those I experience. 

. ~' ",'; in .es.tablishi1'1g-rappo-rt with the Italian S-O-e-i-alist.-s-i-n 1958. 
I_ " 
I 

The foregoing statements are not mere theory; they are based I
on extensive personal experience. During the past several years I have 
been involved in many political discussions and debates with literally 
hundreds of Chileans, of whom many were Socialists, as well as some 
Communists, Trotskyites, etc. Their arguments abound with cliches 

SEC~T 

• ". t" -- .-:» .,
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regarding u.s: desire to preserve the status quo in Latin America, our 
intention to keep Latin America in colonial subservience, our deterrni

,	 nation to impose capitalism on the world, our Dominican intervention, 
etc. Some of this criticism is professional gringo-baiting for obvious 
political objectives, but much of it is absolutely sincere. 

Yet my experience with the Chilean Socialists has been that 
the great majority of even the most aggressive and bitter are open to 
reason and debate, once credibility and sincerity have been established, 
so long as the discussion is conducted in the leftist ideological termi
nology to which they are accustomed, and providing we do not try to put 
them down with clever one-upsmanship. One of the most exhausting ses
sions I have ever conducted was with an intense, and very attractive, 
Chilean Socialist group. At the end they presented me with the copper 
ash tray which now sits on my desk. 

The Chilean Communists are a different matter, of course, If 
only because the Party is tied to Moscow there is less chance to make 
headway with them in discussion. But they are by no means unavailable 
to reason, and it would be in our interest to talk with them, as well. 

<.: 

One final, elementary reason for political dialogue with the 
Socialists and Communists is that it is simply an excellent means of 

: .::>'. 
finding out more about them, their psychology, motivation, and sophisti 
cation, their factions, their hard and soft liners, etc. We badly 
need such first hand-information and judgments if we are ~o be prepared 

-for nel::onOTIlic and po II t:.lcar-negotia tion. 'Uvert f a r s t...:liand. con t2.c--:c-Ts--
often far more effective and reliable than is covert for this type of 
intelligence work. In Moscow, Warsaw or Budapest we work hard to es
tabLCsh s uchiove rt, _eentacts. Yet in Latin Ame r ie'a' 'ile u5:t..'-e.2.1y depend 
on covert reports and assessments. 

b) Vi~s to the 0.S.* 

--iIDUther way of reaching -cneChilearC-sGClalists, and to some 
e x ren t the Communis t s , is to 2.rranse for t.hern to vi si t the U. S . As 
noted in my January 9, 1963 memorandum (enclosure 3), since there is 

, .	 reluctance to accept official U.S. invitations (and since some invi
tations would also pose a rather awkward problem for us) it would be 

. preferable to arrange:', for some of these visits through non-official 
channels 1. _,,sJdc:h asLQJl.ndatLons, private associations, e.cc.; That tactic 
will be more difficult than it would have been in 1963. And unfortunate' 
the temper of this country is more likely to mislead and confuse a i

I 

visiting Chilean leftist than would have been the case several years I
ago. Nevertheless, the general impact of the U.S. on most visiting : 
Latin American and European leftists coming here for the first time is 
overwhelming, and usually favorable on balance. Sometimes such visitors 

~EOj?ET
* This proposal refers to invitations to specific Socialist leaders, rat 
than to the Socialist party members and supporters who happen to have 
visited this country as part of educational travel grant groups of secon 
dary'school teachers, technicians, students. etc. 

.....,>',.
;,
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are invited or monopolized by leftist U.S. groups, with very unfavor
able results. It would be necessary to arrange for Chilean Socialist 
visits with considerable care and tact. 

c) Chilean contact with the Socialists 

A good many Chilean sources are also available to us for con
tact with, and indirect influence on, the Socialists. Some Christian 
Democrats and Radicals can be used for that purpose. The Chilean 
Church will certainly be playing a key role and should be able to 
exert a beneficial influence in some instances. Various individual 
Chileans can also make a useful contribution in this respect. We 
should not neglect any Chilean vehicle available to us for low key, 
indirect influence designed to attract the Socialists away from the 
Communists, or at least to prevent their falling completely under Com
munist domination. 

d) Foreign contact with the Socialists 

The Italian Communists have long played a "special" role in 
Latin America, in some cases as a conduit for Moscow. I am certain 
the Italian Communists are extremely anxious to see the Allende coali
tion do reasonably well and remain in power legally for its full term. 
That would greatly strengthen the Communist hand in Italy; if a Socialis 
Communist coalition wins popular approval in Chile, why not in Italy? 

---~-v'ie ,--On--t-fl.~ 0 theE han-G,-should-tJ::-y-t-e-play--khe--eal~d3alTai la:b±e---
to us. The Nenni Socialists will certainly be having contact with 
the Chilean Socialists. The former might well exert some beneficial 
influen-ce; some of- the J1;:_Cilian Socialist leaders are-crose personal 
friends of mine. The Brltish Laborites and the Yugoslavs mrght also 
be helpful to us in one \Vay or another with the Chilean Socialists. 
Our appropriate Embassies in Europe should be kept informed of our 
thinking and activities in these matters. 

Individual leaders of other Latin American countries may also 
be helpful for our purposes. Belisario Betancur, the former Labor 
Minister of Colombia, has known Allende for 25 years. 

e) Possible' ,U~S. assistance to some Allende programs 

There-is no-ques tion nut that many tri als-a-nd . triDulations 
lie ahead in our relations with the Allende Government. It is also 
quite possible that his regime will bring economic chaos to Chile. 
Nevertheless, we should not dismiss entirely the possibility that U.S. 
aid to some Allende programs may be in our interest. For example, we 
might conceivably gain political benefit from aiding a low cost housing 
program. In this connection, it is essential to try to see the Allende 

-6ECRE'f' 
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regime's performance from the viewpoint of the Chilean masses. For ... 
' .... ,,; example, Allende may fail to improve the Chilean economy, and he may 

even damage it severely. But he may still achieve considerable popu
",'.- ~:' '.: larity by reducing the gap between rich and poor. In deciding whether 

or not to help a specific Chilean project we should give full weight 
to the possible political results of such aid. 

f) Discrepancies in Socialist words and actions 

We are already noting some discrepancies in what the Allende 
Government says to us privately and what it says publicly, or in what it 
says to us and to others, or in what it says and what it actually does. 
Those discrepancies will continue. In some or even many cases they may 
reflect hypocrisy or bad faith on the part of Allende and his supporters. 
But we should not assume this to be invariably so. Even when the govern
ment indulges in harsh rhetoric or strong measures we should not dismiss 
entirely what it says to us privately, or assume that there is no 
possibility of developing our relations with the Socialists. 

That is something that our Rome Embassy found difficult to 
understand as relations with the Italian Socialists progressed. No 
allowances were made for the fact that the Italian Socialists had a left 
wing electorate and were tied to their previous extreme positions and 
rhetoric. A rapid change in their public positions would have been 
difficult to explain to their followers and would have exposed them to 
Communist charges of betraying~the working class. Indeed, it would not 
have been in our interest for the Socialists to have made a sudden

-----an-auF face--(ast.he Einbassy"-~lished), even-if the-y"h-ad be~-n willing"-"-t-o-
do so. Yet many Aro.erican observers assumed that because the Italian 
Socialists were s ay i.nqion e thing publicly and another p r i va.ce Ly t-Aay
were "dishonest." That assuIT1~ption Trias easy to make wh e n one had never 
talked with an Italian Socialist. 

Conclusion 

Since the- baslc"-th-rust of this o aoe r c a Ll.s for f r-eouen t; contact 
with the Chilean Socialists and other leftists, it may be useful to con
clude by re-emphasizing that such a recommendation is not based on any 
illusions or wishful thinking as to the current views and intentions of 
the Allende regime, and the great danger the recent Chilean Marxist 
victory poses for us. On the contrary, it is assumed that the future 

.~ ~. .:-. course 0 four rela tie-n-s---wi th--e-fi-ile may very well resul t-no-t only in " 
undermining our entire Latin American policy, but also could have seriou~ i· 
repercussions o ..n relations between the Nixon Administration and the I' 

American people. Although Americans usually are less interested in 
Latin Amer i c a " .t.h an in some other areas of the world, I believe the 
credibility glap' in this country began not with the Vietnam war, but 
rather with the Dominican intervention (if I recall correctly it was 

SEe:KIJT 
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after that that Fulbright went back and took another look at the 
Gulf Resolution). Our relations with Cuba also continue to have 
matic repercussions inside the 'U.S. The Chilean situation has a 
potential for trouble, both abroad and here at home. 

Tonkin 
dra
similar 
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h) Our low profile in Santiago 

One aspect of the Chilean situation which has been most disturbing 
to me and others in the Department is that, despite all the official 
policy emphasis on the low profile theme, and notwithstanding the 
elagDrate care lavished on our CASP "me chan i sm'! , our Ambassador and 
Emb a s sy ha1J.e--a--v-ery--h-igh -profile in Safttiago.-ThatDbviotis- fact wou1lt-
seem to justify doubts as to how realistic and effective our present 
policy formulation system is. It may be that we are placing too much 
em~is on policy papers and metlTIJdolo-gy_;-and not enough on coordinate-d 
pollc~ implementation. In any event, tEe-stakes being as high as they 
now are in Chile, we mus t in f ac t conduct our politically s cph i s t i ca t e d 
campaign with a low profile, and with genuine modesty and tact, rather 
than needlessly antagonizing key Chileans with self-centered one-ups
manship and- glibly wri tin-goff a very comp-lex and dan ge r ou s vstitua t rtrn 
with bombastic cables filled with sweeping generalizations based on 
no first hand experience with Chilean Socialists. We need represent
atives who are willing and able to talk to, and really listen to, 
Socialists and other anti-U.S. leftists. Would it not be ;'desirable 
to s ta r t afre sh wi t hc u t rfu r the r de lay, be fore our r e la tions with the 
Allende regime and the Socialists are damage d i~reparably? r 
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